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ECLIPSE BAYONET-ULTRA

RECUPERATORS
High Efficiency
Heat Exchangers

Exclusive multi-tube
design delivers fuel
savings up to 30%!
A simple idea for
compound savings
Suitable for use with exhaust
streams up to 2100° F, Bayonet-Ultra
recuperators are high efficiency heat
exchangers designed to fit into the
exhaust leg of single, U, O, W or
Trident®-type radiant tubes. They’re
frequently paired with ThermThief
burners to provide fuel savings up
to 30%.
Conventional recuperators have
only one heat transfer tube. Each
Bayonet-Ultra contains multiple tubes to
dramatically increase the heat transfer
area while significantly decreasing the
amount of fuel required to maintain
required heat levels. Plus, an air cooled
housing cools the work area.

Installation; retrofitting
is easy
Because versatility and adaptability
are designed into the Bayonet-Ultra,
new or retrofit installations rarely
require special brickwork, radiant tube
or exhaust modifications.
• Bayonet-Ultra recuperators are
available in four sizes to fit radiant
tubes with inside diameters from 3”
to 8”.

•A
 choice of pressure drops makes it
easy to match most existing blower
systems.
•T
 ube lengths can be adjusted to meet
exact installation requirements.
•D
 uring installation, multiple-tube
furnaces don’t have to be shut down;
only the tube being fitted.
Like all Eclipse combustion products,
you can be confident that Bayonet-Ultra
recuperators are unsurpassed in the
industry for quality, safety, reliability
and efficiency.

Bayonet-Ultra Recuperators
The additional heat transfer area gained through the use of
multiple tubes dramatically increases efficiency and lowers
fuel costs.
Air Cooled
Housing
increases pre-heat
while helping cool
work area

Stainless Steel Adapter
Flanges are manufactured to
suit each application

EXHAUST

Only top quality heat and
oxidation resistant alloys are
used in Exchanger Tubes

HOT
AIR

COLD
AIR

Threaded Inlet and
Outlets
for ease of installation

”Free Flow“ Design
does not restrict exhaust
gases

Bayonet-Ultra Recuperators & ThermThief Burners: Impressive Individually...
Unsurpassed as a Team

By combining
Bayonet-Ultra
Recuperators with
ThermThief Burners,
you can be assured of
matched-performance
components that will
provide your company with maximum
fuel savings and system efficiency.
Check out the chart on the right for the ThermThief
System savings you can get at your shop.

Pre-Heat Combustion Air Temperture (°F)

Flue Gas Exit Temperature (°F)

It’s a fact: As much as 65% of the heat generated
in many gas furnaces doesn’t do anything but cost
you money. Most of the energy from the burning
fuel heats the combustion air instead of the work
load. When heat and
fuel dollars sneak out
through your stack,
each load costs more
to process than it
should.

% Fuel Saved

Example: 900°F preheat from 1900°F flue gas
delivers 27% fuel savings.
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